Big List of Profile Sites: A New Resource For Local SEO and Reputation Management
A new list of business profile sites and personal profile sites published by Online PR Media serves as a
resource for businesses intent on creating a dominating presence in search engines for local terms and
reputation management keywords.
Online PR News â€“ 17-February-2011 â€“ LA QUINTA, CA Online PR Media has compiled and published a
new list of business profile sites and personal profile sites, designed as a resource for businesses intent on
creating a dominate presence in search engines for local terms and brand names.
Â
Available at http://bit.ly/gaWqz6, the list of authority sites is divided into three sections to address three
specific optimization goals:
Â
1. List of company profile sites that can be optimized for a business name: Ideal for companies with
reputation management goals and brand development
Â
Local Business SEO, Leveraging Online Press Releases for Positioning and Backlinks,
2. List of personal profile sites that can be optimized for an individuals name: Ideal for those with reputation
management goals (either preventative or reactive)
Â
3. List of authority sites that can be optimized for keyword: Ideal for businesses seeking to rank in the search
engines for target keywords.
Â
Creating a presence on the authority sites on this list is fast, easy, and free. Local businesses and those with
reputation management goals have the most to gain from leveraging authority sites correctly because there is
often very little competition, allowing companies to dominate several top spots quickly, said Tara Geissinger,
co-founder of Online PR Media.
Â
In addition to the list of profile sites, Online PR Media has also published a PDF resource titled Local
Business SEO, Leveraging Online Press Releases for Positioning and Backlinks, available at:
http://www.scribd.com/doc/48453724/Local-Business-SEO-Leveraging-Online-Press-Releases.
Â
Creating optimized content on this list of authority sites is a strategy used by big national and global SEO
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firms to secure rankings for tough competition keywords. When local businesses and those doing reputation
management use these same strategies, the results are powerful, said co-founder Christine OKelly.
Â
About Online PR Media:
Online PR Media (http://www.onlineprmedia.com) is a press release distribution service designed for SEO
and multimedia media optimization. Online PR Media supercharges traditional media press releases with
multimedia, social media, and search engine optimization, to provide the most visibility for news releases.
The company is passionate about providing tools and resources for business owners on how to write a press
release that gets visibility in the search engines, delivering their messaging to the right people at the right
time.
Â
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